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Welcome!
Dear readers,
First of all, I would like to wish you all the best for 2013!

Arlette Conzemius
Ambassador of Luxembourg to
Turkey

I am pleased to send you the latest newsletter of the Embassy of Luxembourg in Ankara. We
have just concluded the first year of operation of the Embassy of Luxembourg in Turkey.
Throughout the year, we had many opportunities to meet and work together with our Turkish
partners. We hereby would like to thank them all for their valuable cooperation. In 2013, we are
quite determined to continue working hard with our partners to realise the full potential of the
bilateral relations between our two countries.
In this issue, you will find, amongst other topics, news about the official visit of the President of
the Chamber of Deputies, H.E. Laurent Mosar, to Turkey. As you will see, we decided to give
special focus to the largest contributor to the Luxembourg economy: the financial sector.
Luxembourg is the second largest investment fund centre in the world after the United States,
the premier captive reinsurance market in the European Union and the premier private banking
centre in the Eurozone. However, in the financial sector, bilateral relations between
Luxembourg and Turkey have not fully tapped their potential yet. There are still many
opportunities to seize for Turkish investors.
Enjoy our newsletter!
Please visit our website at: http://ankara.mae.lu
Contact us at: Ankara.amb@mae.etat.lu
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NEWS
President of the Chamber of Deputies visits Turkey
The President of the Chamber of Deputies of Luxembourg, H.E. Laurent Mosar, paid an official visit to
Turkey on 19 and 20 November 2012. Laurent Mosar and the Ambassador met with Mr Abdullah Gül,
President of the Republic, Mr Cemil Çiçek, Speaker of the Grand National Assembly, Mr Ali Babacan,
Deputy-Prime Minister and Mr Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu, President of the CHP (main opposition party). Mr
Mosar and his interlocutors drew attention to the great potential of trade and financial relations
between the two countries.
Read more...

Visits to TİM and UND
The two meetings organised at UND (International Transporters Association) and TİM (Turkish
Exporters Assembly) premises on 19 and 20 December 2012 in Istanbul brought prominent Turkish
business people and a delegation from Luxembourg together. UND’s Europe Working Group and TIM
Board members with representatives from the logistics sector attended the meetings. Following the
opening remarks of the Ambassador, Mr Daniel Liebermann from the Ministry of Economy and
Foreign Trade and Mr Alain Krecke from Cluster for Logistics Luxembourg made presentations about
logistics advantages offered by Luxembourg. Throughout the presentations, the exporters and the
transporters had the chance to ask questions and inquire into business opportunities in Luxembourg.

Luxembourg 2nd in ALLIANZ "Euro Monitor 2012"
ALLIANZ has released the 2012 edition of its Euro Monitor study on the ability of each of the 17
Member States of the Eurozone to develop sustainable growth at the national level. The study is based
on fourteen quantitative indicators, divided into four categories: sustainability of public finances;
competitiveness and domestic demand; employment, productivity and efficient use of resources;
private and external debt. According to the authors of this study, a good national performance in these
four areas is essential for a country to be able to capture the confidence of financial markets and to
ensure a degree of prosperity to citizens. Germany leads the overall ranking, followed by Luxembourg.
Read more…
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Luxembourg Climbs to 3rd in Global Connectedness Index
Luxembourg joins the Netherlands and Singapore at the top of the 2012 Global Connectedness Index,
as published by DHL. The report is a comparative study of 140 countries around the world regarding
their global connectivity, on the assumption that the opportunities offered to countries open to
globalisation are important, and public policy favouring exchanges have a major impact on future
economic growth. The index calculated by DHL to measure this connectivity is entirely based on
quantitative data related to international flows across four categories: flow of goods and services,
capital flows, information flows and flows of people.
Read more…

Luxembourg Freeport to Stimulate Art & Finance
On 14 November 2012, Luxembourg's Minister of the Economy and Foreign Trade, Mr Etienne
Schneider, together with the Minister for Culture, Ms Octavie Modert, participated in the sod-turning
ceremony announcing the construction of the Luxembourg Freeport. Located close to the international
airport, Luxembourg Freeport will provide a secure location for the import and storage of high-value
assets. The logistics and culture sectors are two such areas that are expected to benefit directly from
such an initiative, which is being realised through a public-private partnership.
Read more…

Luxembourg's Green House of BioTech to open in 2014
Luxembourg's CleanTech sector passed another important milestone in November with the foundation
stone laid and a plaque unveiled. Luxembourg's Minister of the Economy and Foreign Trade, Mr
Etienne Schneider, attended the formal ceremony which marked another step in the economic
diversification policy of the government. The House of BioTech is the first incubator in the Grand Duchy
for biotech, ecotech and ICT companies, with the initial companies expected to be welcomed in early
2014. The building is the result of a public-private partnership and will offer 16,000 m2 of space, of
which 10,000 m2 will be devoted to laboratories to accommodate 500-700 researchers.
Read more…
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SPECIAL FOCUS: FINANCE

Click here to follow link

Luxembourg: financial centre
Luxembourg is the second largest investment fund centre in the world after the United States, the
premier captive reinsurance market in the European Union and the premier private banking centre
in the Eurozone. The financial sector is the largest contributor to the Luxembourg economy. It is
characterised by a strong culture of investor protection and rigorous anti money-laundering policies.
Its specialist teams are multilingual and multicultural, with a long tradition of financial expertise and
extensive knowledge of the needs of an international clientele.
Banking
In addition to standard retail banking services such as consumer and housing loans, deposit and
savings accounts and credit cards, Luxembourg banks have specialised in international loans and
capital markets activity, financial engineering, structured products, private banking and financial
services for large and medium-sized businesses. Virtually all banks based in Luxembourg are
universal banks, authorised to perform the full range of banking services.
Read more…
Capital markets and investments vehicles
Since the 1960s, Luxembourg has established itself as the global hub for large syndicated and
bilateral loans. In addition to "classical" eurobonds, financing of all types is offered, including
fiduciary operations and bonds conforming to Islamic Shariah law. The most frequently used
structures are investment company with variable capital (SICAV), the common investment fund
(FCP), the "société de participations financières" (Soparfi), the risk capital investment company
(SICAR) and the securitisation vehicle.
Read more…
Insurance & pensions
Luxembourg is widely recognised as a centre for the distribution of insurance products under EU
rules on the freedom to provide services. The financial centre currently hosts around one hundred
insurance companies, mainly the subsidiaries of large international groups.
Read more...
Islamic finance
Luxembourg is one of the leading Islamic finance centres in Europe and has worked hard to earn its
reputation for developing innovative structures and delivering competent services in this area. The
Luxembourg stock exchange was the first to list a sukuk, in 2002. Since then, issuers from
Malaysia, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, the UAE and Europe have listed sukuk in Luxembourg. At the
same time, the Grand Duchy flourished as a domicile for shariah compliant investment funds.
Read more…

Useful links:
Luxembourg for Finance
www.luxembourgforfinance.lu

Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry
www.alfi.lu

Commission de surveillance du secteur financier
www.cssf.lu

Luxembourg Bankers' Association
www.abbl.lu
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Fallen angels?
“I do not think that banks are the origin of all evils,” said Luxembourg Finance Minister Mr Luc Frieden,
speaking at an FT Global Summit on international financial centres (IFCs). What is needed is
“moderation and strengthened supervision.” Frieden’s advice to budding IFCs was to specialise. “You
can’t do everything. We specialise in investment funds and private banking, especially in investment
funds” he continued, adding that in order to be successful the financial sector cannot be an ancillary
activity. “There must be a clear government strategy to develop financial services as a key sector.”
Read more…
Interview with Minister Frieden
The editor of The Banker Mr Brian Caplen speaks with the Minister of Finance of Luxembourg Mr Luc
Frieden at the 2012 Global Summit on IFCs in London.
Read more…
New record for Luxembourg Investment Funds
As at 30 November 2012, total net assets of undertakings for collective investment (UCI) and
specialised investment funds hit a new record – for the 5th time in 2012 – reaching EUR 2,359.722
billion. Over the last twelve months, the volume of net assets had increased by 14.58%. 2012 has been
a historical year for Luxembourg investment funds. According to Mr Marc Saluzzi, President of the
Luxembourg association of investment funds (ALFI), “in Luxembourg, our cross-border model and our
diversification in terms of asset classes and geographical areas increase our resistance to the crisis”.
Luxembourg is the largest investment fund domicile in Europe and the second largest in the world
(after the United States).
Traditional but fashionable again
The results of Luxembourg banks look more subdued compared to pre-crisis figures, but the situation is
not all that negative. Mr Jean Guill, Director General of the National Supervisory Authority CSSF,
underlined that he sees that some of Luxembourg’s traditional advantages have resurfaced. “The
expression “gateway to Europe” is very much in fashion again and we can see that more banking
groups are using Luxembourg to open branches in different countries; not only to provide services or to
look for clients but to really branch out.” Added to this, there is also an increasing demand for wealth
management and family office services.
Read more…
Wealth management: Luxembourg adopts new law on family offices
On 18 December 2012, Luxembourg has voted an innovative law regulating the activities of family
offices (private companies managing investments and trusts for wealthy families). Luxembourg,
together with the US and Dubai, will be one of the very few countries - and the sole European country to have a law on family offices. The law frames the supervisory requirements and describes the
activities that family offices will be able to deliver. It will provide clients a safe environment for the
administration of their wealth. Experts believe that internationally mobile families will more and more
choose Luxembourg as a preferred location from where they will administer their wealth.
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CONSULAR AFFAIRS
Visas for residents in Turkey
Visas for residents in Turkey are currently issued by the Embassy of Luxembourg in Ankara, in
cooperation with the external service provider IKS located in Istanbul.
Applicants for a Schengen visa or residence permit in Luxembourg can directly contact the consular
offices in Ankara or IKS in Istanbul (Tel: 0212 340 56 52) in order to fix an appointment.
Details regarding the application procedures can be found at:
http://ankara.mae.lu/tr/VIZE-Konsolosluk-Hizmetleri/Tuerk-Vatandaslari-VIZE

CULTURE
The Luxembourg Philharmonic Orchestra
Founded in 1933, the Luxembourg Philharmonic Orchestra has performed in Europe’s finest concert
halls and has played a significant role in the musical life of the Grand Duchy. In collaboration with their
musical director and chief conductor since September 2006 Emmanuel Krivine, the Luxembourg
Philharmonic Orchestra has positioned itself as a cultural ambassador of Luxembourg. With some
100 musicians in the company, the prestige of the Luxembourg Philharmonic Orchestra is indicated
by the major musicians with whom it is constantly collaborating.
Read more…

TOURISM
Biking and Hiking in Luxembourg
Luxembourg has national networks of cycling which stroll around through a wonderful landscape with
only the occasional inclines. 23 separate paths crisscross the nation with a total length of more than
500 km. There are also several establishments who rent mountain bikes per day or per week. As for
hiking, Luxembourg has exceptionally beautiful walking routes of 40 km, 50 km or 60 km, which are
scattered across the country and lead through breath-taking landscapes and nature parks.
Read more…

FUTURE EVENTS
IOSCO 2013/15 - 19 September 2013
Connecting Global Finance
Luxembourg has been selected to host the 38th Annual Conference of the International Organization
of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) in 2013. Being in this globally important European financial centre
will stimulate debate among the hundreds of industry professionals who will come to discuss the
rapidly evolving regulatory landscape.
Read more…

LINKS: For more information on business in Luxembourg, please visit:
Luxembourg for Business:
www.luxembourgforbusiness.lu/
Why Luxembourg?
www.luxembourgforfinance.lu/why-luxembourg

